Diabetic kidney disease (DKD) is the leading cause of kidney failure worldwide and the single strongest predictor of mortality in patients with diabetes. DKD is a prototypical disease of gene and environmental interactions. Tight glucose control significantly decreases DKD incidence, indicating that hyperglycemia-induced metabolic alterations, including changes in energy utilization and mitochondrial dysfunction, play critical roles in disease initiation. Blood pressure control, especially with medications that inhibit the angiotensin system, is the only effective way to slow disease progression. While DKD is considered a microvascular complication of diabetes, growing evidence indicates that podocyte loss and epithelial dysfunction play important roles. Inflammation, cell hypertrophy, and dedifferentiation by the activation of classic pathways of regeneration further contribute to disease progression. Concerted clinical and basic research efforts will be needed to understand DKD pathogenesis and to identify novel drug targets.

The clinical challenge

Diabetic kidney disease (DKD) is the leading cause of chronic and end-stage-renal disease worldwide (CKD and ESRD, respectively) (1) and is the single strongest predictor of mortality in patients with diabetes. In the United States about 200,000 patients receive ESRD care due to DKD, with 50,000 new patients starting dialysis each year (1). The incident dialysis rate might even be higher if not for the fact that DKD increases the risk of mortality of patients dying from cardiovascular disease before reaching ESRD. DKD patients with ESRD are faced with an approximately 20% annual mortality rate, which is higher than the rate for many solid cancers (including prostate, breast, or even renal cell cancer).

The natural history of DKD was carefully described in the 1970’s by Danish physicians, including Mogensen et al. (2, 3). These classic descriptions indicate that in patients with type 1 diabetes (T1DM), DKD develops more than a decade after diabetes onset. The earliest sign is microalbuminuria (≥ 30 mg/day), which then progresses to macroalbuminuria (≥ 300 mg/day) and decline in glomerular filtration rate (GFR), eventually terminating in ESRD (4). In patients with T1DM, kidney disease shows a strong correlation with retinopathy. Based on the initial description, DKD became a clinical diagnosis made by detecting microalbuminuria in a diabetic patient, in whom other causes of albuminuria are absent. Recent reports; however, suggest that albuminuria is more variable than previously proposed; microalbuminuria can regress and a subset of patients have progressive DKD without significant proteinuria (5–7).

Unfortunately, the “gold standard” histopathological diagnosis is rarely established in clinical settings as practitioners are reluctant to biopsy patients with diabetes. Glomerular basement membrane (GBM) thickening (above the age-expected limits) is the earliest electron microscopic lesion observed in patients with DKD (8–10). Mesangial expansion, caused by cell enlargement and their increased matrix secretion, is the most commonly observed histopathological lesion by light microscopy. Later, nodular glomerulosclerosis with classic Kimmelstein-Wilson nodules may be observed. While not fully pathognomonic, nodular sclerosis is a highly specific yet less sensitive lesion of DKD. Glomerular lesions occur together with specific vascular lesions including arterial hyalinosis (Figure 1). Tubulointerstitial changes (fibrosis) are not specific for DKD, and they include accumulation of activated myofibroblasts, atypical collagen, inflammatory cells, and loss of capillary architecture (11).

On a functional level, patients with T1DM initially display glomerular hyperfiltration. Efforts to define glomerular capillary hypertension in rats and maneuvers to mitigate these hemodynamic perturbations (12) culminated in the demonstration that ACE inhibition and separately angiotensin receptor blockers reduced the progression of clinical DKD (13). While these therapies are effective, they were established more than a decade ago and additional treatments to slow progression are still lacking. In some patients the initial phase of hyperfiltration is followed by a prolonged period of glomerular function decline culminating in ESRD. Most mouse models of DKD are limited, as mice do not exhibit a progressive renal function decline (14).

The objective of this review is to focus on an early target of diabetic injury, the podocyte, with a more limited discussion of effects on the endothelium, mesangium, and tubulointerstitial compartments. We will highlight advances in our understanding of genetics and molecular mechanisms underlying DKD and describe where the field is moving.

Defining the genetic and epigenetic architecture of DKD

Even in the setting of poor glycemic control, patients with diabetes will not always develop clinically evident DKD, indicating a role for individual susceptibility. The role of genetic factors in DKD development is also supported by the familial aggregation of patients with renal disease (15). Recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) highlighted genetic variants that showed a statistically robust association with risk of DKD in large populations (16). The largest published GWAS are the Genetics of Kidneys in Diabetes (GoKIND), Familial Investigation of Nephropathy in Diabetes (FIND), and the GEnetics of Nephropathy: an Interna
tional Effort (GENIE) consortium (16–18). Patients with diabetes are also included in studies published by the CKDGen consortium. Top candidate loci in the GoKinD study were around the cysteinyltRNA synthetase (CARS) and FERM-domain containing 3 (FRMD3)
genes (18). The GENIE study identified an ESRD-associated intronic SNP (rs7583877) in AF4/FMR2 family member 3 (AFF3) with a population-attributable risk of 3.5%–10% (16) and an intergenic SNP on chromosome 15q26 (rs12437854). The CKDGen consortium found more than 25 loci that reached genome-wide significance (19, 20). As with many other complex traits, increased risk of DKD likely results from inheritance of multiple polymorphisms of small effect sizes, and previous GWAS may have been underpowered to identify them (21). Inadequate phenotyping, using GFR or ESRD as outcomes, rather than more precise phenotypes (for example, rate of GFR decline or albuminuria) likely limited the success of the initial GWAS. Thus, while multiple SNPs have been found that associate with CKD and ESRD, loci associated with diabetic albuminuria have not been identified (19, 20).

The vast majority (>85%) of GWAS-identified SNPs are in the non-coding regions of the genome, and their role in disease development remains to be determined (22). The next goal is to identify target genes, cell types, and the mode of dysregulation caused by these non-coding SNPs (22). Recent reports indicate that complex trait-causing variants localize to cell-type-specific, functionally important gene regulatory regions (22). They can disrupt or create transcription factor binding sites to alter (sometimes distant) transcript levels only in disease-target cell types (23, 24). Cell-type-specific gene regulatory regions can be efficiently described by epigenome analysis. Regulatory chromatin regions (where transcription factors can bind to DNA) are defined by DNase hypersensitivity analysis (22). Regulatory regions are not covered by nucleosomes; therefore, they show increased sensitivity to DNase. A panel of genome-wide histone tail modification maps (obtained by chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing) combined with complex computational algorithms can define the nature of the gene regulatory region (active and poised, weak and strong promoters and enhancers, insulators) (25, 26). Gene regulatory region annotation in multiple different cell types will help to identify disease-target cell types. Methods whereby transcript levels in target tissues are analyzed based on genotype information (expression quantitative trait loci [eQTL]) can highlight GWAS target transcripts (27). Such studies will be necessary to prioritize loci, target cell type, and downstream target genes for DKD (24).

**DKD originates from metabolic dysregulation**

The dysregulated metabolic milieu (including hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and insulin resistance) initiates DKD. Indeed the landmark DCCT (Diabetes Complications and Treatment) trial established that tight glucose control (HbA1C level of 7% vs. 9%) reduces the development of DKD by more than 50% in T1DM patients (28, 29). Surprisingly, recent large clinical trials (ACCORD, VADT, ADVANCE) failed to show a statistically significant benefit for reducing HbA1C to less than 7% in T2DM patients (30–32). These results are unexpected and indicate that while hyperglycemia plays a critical role in DKD initiation, its role in controlling progression needs to be better defined. One prob-
lem in interpretation may be that patients with T2DM might have experienced years of metabolic alterations prior to being diagnosed with diabetes, which may contribute to DKD even before they receive the diagnosis of T2DM (23).

Metabolomic methods have advanced our understanding of how the hyperglycemic/diabetic environment provokes cellular alterations, including abnormalities in substrate delivery, altered ratios of cell-specific fuel sources such as glucose intermediates, fatty acids, and amino acids, changes in respiratory chain protein function, and uncoupling of the respiratory chain. The prevailing theory holds that cells that are unable to downregulate their glucose transporters in the setting of extracellular hyperglycemia experience an increase in their intracellular glucose concentration (33). Glucose can be oxidized in the cytoplasm via glycolysis; however, for efficient energy production, mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is preferred. In diabetes, glucose is shunted to the fructose 6-phosphate and hexosamine pathway (Figure 2 and ref. 34). In this pathway, fructose 6-phosphate is diverted from glycolysis to provide substrate for the rate-limiting enzyme glutamine:fructose 6-phosphate aminotransferase. In diabetes mellitus (DM) there is increased glucose oxidation by the polyl pathway as well. A family of aldo-keto reductase enzymes can use a wide variety of carbonyl compounds as their substrates and reduce these to their respective sugar alcohols (polys) using NADPH (Figure 2). Animal studies indicate an early increase in metabolic flow via all these pathways and suggest their potential damaging roles (35). Hyperglycemia also increases the non-enzymatic reaction of glucose and other glycating compounds derived both from glucose and from increased fatty acid oxidation, which generates advanced glycation end products in complication-prone cell types, including kidney cells (36).

Increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) and superoxide generation by dysfunctional mitochondria in diabetes has been postulated as the primary initiating event in the development of diabetic complications (37, 38). There are two major sites within the mitochondria where electron leakage can occur to produce superoxide, namely NADH dehydrogenase (complex I) and complex III (39). Limiting ROS generation and antioxidants has been very effective in reducing DKD development in different animal models (40). Unfortunately, the beneficial effects of antioxidants have not translated into successful therapeutics for patients (41). Furthermore, a recent study by Dugan et al. using newly available methods to visualize superoxide anion production in vivo demonstrated reduced, rather than increased, superoxide production in a T1DM mouse model (42).

In addition to hyperglycemia, other metabolic factors, such as increased free fatty acid levels, changes in adiponectin, as well as insulin levels and resistance, contribute to metabolic imbalance and disease initiation (43–45). Fatty acid, insulin, and adiponectin levels are different in T1DM versus T2DM subjects; therefore, some of these metabolic differences may underlie different pathogenic pathways in T1DM versus T2DM DKD development. For example, recent reports indicate that obesity (associated with T2DM) induced modulation of adipokine levels might be an important factor in DKD (43–45). Differences in insulin levels and resistance may also be central factors in DKD. Animals with complete deletion of the insulin receptor from podocytes develop severe albuminuria and glomerulosclerosis, changes that are similar to human DKD.
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but occur in the absence of hyperglycemia (46). Overall, our understanding of the differences between T1DM and T2DM nephropathy is poor. Further studies should determine the relative baseline fuel utilization of different kidney cells and their changes in the context of diabetes and kidney disease. Analyzing the time course of superoxide anion production will be useful, and it may lead to a revision of our understanding of the role of ROS in DKD.

**Metabolic dysregulation can induce long-lasting epigenetic reprogramming**

Clinical observational studies suggest that metabolic dysregulation has a long-term programming effect on DKD development (47, 48). Studies from the DCCT trial indicate that T1DM patients who had poor glucose control 25 years ago still develop nephropathy at an increased rate despite a quarter of a century of excellent glycemic control (47). No definitive pathologic changes in renal tissue have been described to explain this phenomenon, which has been termed “metabolic memory”. An adverse intrauterine nutritional/metabolic milieu, including severe calorie or nutrient restriction or excess, is associated with reduced nephron number (49). This reduction causes compensatory hypertrophy and increased susceptibility to kidney injury that contributes to GFR decline. This phenomenon is called “developmental programming”. Epigenetic changes could be a potential explanation to mediate these long-term environmental programming effects (48).

Covalent modifications of nucleic acids and their associated histone complexes are the mechanistic basis for epigenetic modifications (50). Changes in metabolite levels can induce such modifications and thereby gene expression. For example, many of the chromatin-modifying enzymes use adducts from intermediate metabolic products as cofactors (51, 52). Specifically, acetyl groups from fatty acid and glucose metabolism are cofactors for histone acetyltransferases, NADH is needed for sirtuins, and tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates are required for histone and cytosine methylation (Figure 2). Changes in histone or cytosine modifications can elicit long-term differences in gene transcription. It will be exciting to learn whether these connections identified mostly as carcinogenic mutations can be translated into the field of diabetic complications. Early results from cell culture studies have indicated that cells cultured in a high glucose environment show persistent changes in their epigenome, for example histone modification patterns (53, 54).

Recently, we performed genome-wide cytosine methylation analysis of microdissected human kidney tubule epithelial cells from control and DKD subjects (23, 25). A large number of cytosines showed changes in their methylation levels. Differential methylation was rarely observed on promoters, but mostly overlapped with putative enhancer regions. Differentially methylated regions were enriched for consensus binding sequences for important renal transcription factors, underscoring the importance of epigenetic changes in gene expression regulation (23, 25). A core set of genes with well-established roles in kidney fibrosis, including genes encoding collagen, showed cytosine methylation changes correlating with downstream transcript levels. These findings raise the possibility that epigenetic dysregulation plays a role in chronic kidney disease development by influencing core profibrotic pathways.

**Endothelial cell dysfunction in DKD**

DKD is usually classed as a microvascular complication of diabetes. Disruption of the fenestrated glomerular endothelium and its glycocalyx alter glomerular permselectivity and contribute to DKD. In T1DM patients, DKD strongly correlates with retinopathy, indicating that microvascular endothelial cells are highly susceptible to metabolic injury (55). Metabolic injury-induced loss of microvascular endothelial cells is compensated by abnormal angiogenesis, inducing multiple fragile small blood vessels, which is likely mediated by VEGF, angiopoietins, endothelins, and nitric oxide (56). A tight balance of angiogenic factors is necessary for maintaining the glomerular filtration barrier. For example, both increased and decreased VEGF expression causes albuminuria and glomerular changes (57, 58). Endothelial dysfunction and loss of glomerular and tubulointerstitial capillaries are key contributors to epithelial injury during DKD progression.

**Podocytes may be the “weakest link” in DKD development**

While mesangial expansion and GBM thickening are the most commonly observed DKD lesions (Figure 1), careful cell analysis using samples from T1DM and T2DM patients indicated that podocyte number is highly correlated with proteinuria and appears to be one of the best disease predictors (59). Podocyte loss may follow from hyperglycemia-induced ROS generation causing podocyte apoptosis or detachment (40). ROS release occurs both from mitochondrial and plasma membrane NADPH oxidase (NOX) sources (40). ROCK1-mediated hyperglycemia-induced mitochondrial fission through promotion of dynamin-related protein-1 (Drp1) recruitment to the mitochondria likely plays an important role in the process (60). Multiple lines of evidence indicate that podocyte dropout is a critical factor for DKD development. Glomerular podocyte density is the best predictor of albuminuria and progression (61–63). Greater than 20% podocyte loss in animal models causes irreversible glomerular damage, manifesting as albuminuria; glomerulosclerosis then progresses to tubulointerstitial fibrosis and end-stage kidney failure (43, 64, 65). Human monogenic mutations that induce nephrotic-range albuminuria, a cardinal manifestation of DKD, almost exclusively occur in proteins that localize to podocytes (66). Animal experiments have convincingly demonstrated that modification of key signaling pathways only in podocytes is sufficient to aggravate or ameliorate diabetic albuminuria development (60, 67, 68). Because podocytes are terminally differentiated cells that are unable to replicate or significantly regenerate in adults, their injury appears to be the weakest common link and the primary insult leading to glomerulosclerosis and CKD.

In summary, DKD-specific lesions are observed in glomeruli, consistent with the cardinal role for podocytes in DKD. However, changes in mesangial cells, endothelial cells, and podocytes are likely interrelated. For example, endothelial nitric oxide synthase deficiency induces podocyte loss, and conversely, loss of podocytes will cause a VEGF deficit, inducing capillary collapse (69). Thickening of the basement membrane and accumulation of atypical collagen will likely cause changes in podocyte adhesion molecules (68). Podocytes have received special interest as they cannot be replaced, indicating that their loss and injury represent an irreversible step in disease development.

**Podocyte adaptation in DKD**

As podocytes are not readily replaced, the remaining podocytes seem to use different mechanisms to compensate for the cell deficit (70, 71). The surviving cells change their size and shape
to cover the portion of the basement membrane left naked by lost podocytes. Activation of small GTP binding proteins (Rho, Rac, and Cdc) (72), loss of nephrin expression (73), and reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton observed in diabetic glomerular samples are consistent with this notion (Figure 3) (74). Indeed, imbalance of small GTP binding protein activation is associated with foot process effacement, albuminuria, and glomerulosclerosis development (75, 76).

Podocytes and glomerular enlargement are key characteristics of DKD (Figure 1). Excessive activation of mTORC1 likely mediates podocyte hypertrophy (Figure 3). Decreased activation of mTORC1 protected against DKD in mouse models (77, 78), but complete deletion of mTOR caused glomerular disease (78). The effects on hypertrophy are mediated by p70 S6 kinase1 (S6K1) and 4E-binding protein 1 (4EBP1). Genetic deletion of S6K1 prevented renal hypertrophy in diabetic mice (79). Furthermore, PTEN and Akt2 are likely to be upstream of mTOR and may also prove to be potential drug targets (80).

mTOR signaling also regulates autophagy; mTOR inhibition stimulates the initial engulfment of intracellular organelles and formation of the autophagosome (81). Deletion of mTORC1 in podocytes induced dysregulation of autophagy, likely by prohibiting the reformation process, leading to accumulation of autophagosomes in cells. Podocytes have one of the highest autophagy levels in the body (82). Inhibition of autophagy in podocytes through loss of Atg5 resulted in increased susceptibility to various forms of glomerular injury, suggesting that the downregulation of autophagy is maladaptive (82).

AMPK signaling is an important upstream regulator of mTOR and serves as an energy sensor. In podocytes AMPK negatively regulates the NADPH oxidase NOX4 and oxidative stress (44, 83). Pharmacological agents that activate AMPK, such as AICAR and metformin, are renoprotective in rodent models of DKD. Unfortunately, these chemicals are only weak activators of AMPK, and a concerted search to identify more powerful activators of the pathway may be rewarding.

Pathogenic repair in DKD: activation of developmental pathways

The tubular component has an amazing capacity to repair itself after toxic or hypoxic acute tubule epithelial injury. Repair of human diabetic glomerular lesions and albuminuria have been reported in a small group of patients who received pancreas transplants (84). Transcriptome profiling studies of human DKD glomeruli and tubuli showed that developmental pathways, including Notch and Wnt (67, 68), exhibit differential regulation in patient samples (72, 85). Studies from our and other groups indicate that excessive activation of these pathways induces a maladaptive form of regeneration, ultimately leading to albuminuria, glomerulosclerosis, and tubulointerstitial fibrosis.

Notch plays a critical role in directing cells towards proximal tubule and podocyte fates during kidney development (86). Binding of the Notch ligands Jag or Delta induces proteolytic cleavage and nuclear translocation of the intracellular domain of Notch in adjacent cells (87), and accumulation of cleaved Notch1 protein was identified in human diabetic kidneys and mouse models of DKD (67). Notch is activated by the TGF-β and angiotensin pathways, both of which are known to regulate DKD development. Genetic deletion of the Notch pathway-associated transcription factor Rbpj ameliorated nephropathy in a streptozotocin-induced diabetic mouse model, indicating that Notch pathway activation contributes to podocyte and glomerular injury in DKD (67). Lin and colleagues showed that pharmacological inhibition of Notch cleavage protected rats from diabetes-induced albuminuria and mesangial expansion (88). Unfortunately, γ-secretase-based Notch blockade is associated with significant side effects (89). Thus,
DKD: a noninflammatory renal disease?

DKD is usually classified as a noninflammatory glomerular disease; however, genome-wide transcriptome analysis studies consistently indicate the presence of inflammatory signaling pathways in the context of DKD (72). Inflammation is considered to be one of the critical pathways that can limit regeneration in adult mammalian organs (95). The inflammatory response could be induced by multiple mechanisms, including hyperglycemia-induced cell death, which activates the influx of macrophages and other immune cells (40). Increased expression of cytokines has been noted in DKD, including CCL5/RANTES, IL-6, TNF-α, and CCL2/MCP-1. NFκB and the JAK/STAT pathway appear to be key transcriptional regulators of cytokine production (96, 97), and marked activation of these pathways has been observed in kidneys from human DKD and mouse disease models (98, 99). Persistent and excessive NFκB activation is likely further exacerbated by epigenetic changes (53).

The critical role of CCL2/MCP-1 is highlighted by a study demonstrating that genetic deletion or inhibition of MCP-1 protected against DKD development in T1DM and T2DM animal models (100). Indeed, a clinical trial has been initiated to examine the effectiveness of MCP-1 inhibitors in patients with progressive DKD (NCT01547897). TNF-κ signaling has also recently received significant attention because activation of this pathway predicted progressive DKD in a large patient population (101). Gene expression analysis of human diabetic glomerular samples also indicated increased transcript levels of complement pathway components, and complement accumulation has long been observed in about 50% of all DKD cases (72). In summary, it is clear that DKD is associated with increased and persistent expression of inflammation-associated genes and pathways. Future studies should determine the cause of this proinflammatory milieu and the contribution of these pathways to DKD development.

Conclusions

It is unlikely that DKD will disappear from the top of mortality and morbidity charts anytime soon. A critical hurdle is the reliance on albuminuria to clinically diagnose DKD, as recent studies indicate a much greater heterogeneity in albuminuria than previously appreciated (5). The lack of pathological diagnosis in clinical care increases the difficulty in defining and understanding this disease. Advances from other fields indicate that new molecular diagnostic techniques are desperately needed to classify DKD and its variants.

DKD is most likely a disease with individual and temporal heterogeneity. Pathological and molecular understanding of this heterogeneity will be essential for any future large-scale high throughput patient oriented “omics” studies (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) to make progress. Such studies could define new biomarkers and therapeutic targets. Early examples of such approaches have highlighted some key disease components, including genetic, epigenetic, and metabolic dysregulation in DKD initiation and hypertrophy, defective angiogenesis, excessive activation regenerative pathways, and inflammation in disease progression (25, 72, 85, 102). Metabolic and epigenetic dysregulation may well be present for a long time before diagnosis of DKD. Therapeutically reestablishing optimal levels of regenerative pathways or epigenetic states appears to be challenging. It is likely that individually and temporally targeted approaches will be required for the development of effective therapeutics, and future research in DKD is headed in this direction.
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